Ten *ESSENTIAL TEAMS* Needed In A Disaster
1. A team to pursue your own people
1. A team to pursue your own people

2. Someone devoted fulltime for coordination and cooperation with other agencies
1. A team to pursue your own people

2. Someone devoted fulltime for coordination and cooperation with other agencies

3. Someone devoted to housing (for those affected and volunteers)
4. A team devoted to food (affected and volunteers)
4. A team devoted to food (affected and volunteers)

5. A Team to coordinate the volunteers
4. A team devoted to food (affected and volunteers)

5. A Team to coordinate the volunteers

6. Someone to serve as the clearing house for all communication
7. A team to oversee the distribution center
7. A team to oversee the distribution center

8. A team to oversee the collection and distribution of money (do this well!)
7. A team to oversee the distribution center

8. A team to oversee the collection and distribution of money (do this well!)

9. Counselors and pastors visibly and readily available
10. Training (and support) for the personnel who will be advocates and recovery partners for those affected.
Four things you can *DO NOW* to prepare your people for disaster
1. PREPARE YOUR PEOPLE FOR FINANCIAL INSTABILITY
2. WORK WITH THE POOR
3. ESTABLISH AND PRE-BUILD WORKING RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE CITY EMPLOYEES/RED CROSS
4. HAVE AT LEAST A MODEST SUPPLY
OF ESSENTIAL SUPPLIES
1. Tarps
1. Tarps

2. Plastic containers
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3. Water
1. Tarps
2. Plastic containers
3. Water
4. Simple medical supplies
1. Tarps
2. Plastic containers
3. Water
4. Simple medical supplies
5. Blankets